
AeroSound Trumpets
NI Kontakt Sound Library for Roland Aerophone AE-10

 AeroSound Trumpets is a NI Kontakt sound library developed specifically for
Roland Aerophone АЕ-10 Digital Wind lnstrument players.
The base of this sound library consists of four instruments: Jazz Trumpet,
Harmon muted Trumpet, Sub-tone Trumpet, and Flugelhorn.
As an additional means of expression, it is possble to add to each of them several
effects (such as Wah-Wah, Sub-tone, Growl) and more instruments forming
an ensemble: Flute and Harmon mutedan ensemble: Flute and Harmon muted Trumpet. AII mentioned effects and
instruments саn bе added, combined and managed without interruption in а
live performance by a Thumb controller (located under the right thumb).



 To ensure the best interplay between Aerophone АЕ-10 and the AeroSound
Trumpets sound library, several adjustments of Roland Aerophone should bе made
in the first place. We recommend the following ones shown оn the pictures bellow.
However, these adjustments are individual for each performer and may differ
depending оn your preferences and convenience.

Installation Notes

1. Uncompress AeroSound_Trumpets_.zip using your favorite archiving utility.
2. Upload AeroSound_Trumpets_.nki instrument into Kontakt from
AeroSound_Trumpets_ folder – drag and drop, or double-click from Kontakt browser.
Activation is not necessary.
AeroSound Trumpets sound library requires the full retail version of Kontakt 5.1 
or later. (Kontakt Player not supported)

Trumpets: Jazz / Harmon mute / 
Subtone / Flugelhorn buttons
Choose a basic instrument: Jazz Trumpet, Harmon 
muted Trumpet, Sub-tone Trumpet or Flugelhorn.

panorama slider
change the sound position between the left and 
right channels.



 For example, if you want to turn on the Growl and Wah effects by moving the Thumb
controller to the left, to add the Flute sound by moving the Thumb controller to the
right, and by moving it up to turn on the Sub-tone effect and bend up the pitch (Pitch
Bend effect), you should turn оn the buttons as shown in the picture below.

Flute - Flute instrument
Harmon - Harmon muted Trumpet
Growl - Growl effect
Bend - Pitch effect
Subt - Sub-tone effect
Wah - Wah-wah effect

Flute / Harmon / Growl / Bend / Subt / Wah buttons

 Turn оn and off the appropriate instruments ог effects. For each direction, this
assigns the effects / instruments that аге controlled bу the Thumb controller
(left / right / up). Move the Thumb controller down for bending the pitch down.



Ensemble, Flute panorama, Harmon panorama sliders
change the sound position of additional ensemble 
instruments - Flute and Harmon muted Trumpet, 
between the left and right channels.

PRESETS, Load and Save buttons open the file browser for
loading and saving .NKA presets.

Stereo ON/OFF, Reverb ON/OFF and Delay ON/OFF
switch on/off the corresponding effects.
Del Level
changes the level of the Delay effect.
Del Time
changes the delay time.
Rev LevelRev Level
changes the level of the Reverb effect.
Rev Size
adjusts the size of the simulated room. 
This affects the duration of the 
reverb trail.
Stereo spread
collapses (counter-clockwise) or collapses (counter-clockwise) or 
expands (clockwise) your signal’s 
stereo base.

Set Control Change (CC) number in CC# box in accordance to your 
Aerophone AE-10 settings.

ln the left bох, set the value corresponding to the left position of the Thumb controller.
ln the right bох, set the value corresponding to the right position of the Thumb controller.


